




And there was light

AND THERE WAS THE LIGHT 2021 (cit.)
In this period you don’t know how it 

was difficult to contact the Author, 
with a bit of research we found the 

light.

We are all looking for the Light, in 
all senses…as hope and inspiration. 

Then we use the light to turn on 
volumes, colors, highlight shadows 

and depth and we play together 
bringing energy, magic, soul and 

expression to our thoughts.
In this way we can experiment 

with new ways to light, letting our 
creativity flow with light, shapes and 

with color…it’s child’s play. 



Gatherings / Social distance



Iride

The Iris, the rainbow, the social 
changes…this is a time where every 
social rule requires a new behavior. 
With Iride, the magnetic lamp, you 
decide which position you want to 
take. Iride arises from the need to 
have a dynamic light: the magnetic 
lamp holder combined with 
directionality of a bright eye allows 
you to overcome the static concept of 
light. The attached magnet can make
the Iride lamp a wall light!

Magnetic visions
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Elective affinities



Combo

The flat life of a lonely shelf that
meets a lampholder, magnetism
does trigger the spark by
giving thel ight a love free from
mechanical constraints. The
magnetic lamp holder moves to
any point of the shelf, above or
below, by simply repositioning it,
in total safety

Naturally together
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Actual couple



Tavolotto

Over the rainbow...the lamp with 
3 colors more than the rainbow, 
fantasy came in your home!

Over the rainbow
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Just married



Complete
Tavolotto

The Tavolotto and its lamp...together 
forever, in the kitchen or living room 
on the bedside table or desk until 
power surge doesn’t break them up...

That ’s love!
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Take your heart wherever you go
Cit. #projectqwerty



Spinello

A lamp, present and faithful, you 
follow it if you want, or it remains 
seated on a chair, in a vase, or on a 
bookcase. Warning: it is not harmful 
to health.

Legal Joint
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Color pride



Muro

Our “Muri” draw no geographical 
boundaries,
or  personal space limits.
Our solutions are a colorful and proud 
which highlights the walls.

Colored is better
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United colors of Filotto



Fashion dictates trends, and we as 
desingers have created
this collection with models that 
enhance the lines of light.

Maria Lucia Sofia

Colored is better
The three Graces
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Dynamism



Satinate

Thoughts run fast, ever changing…
Sometimes without words.
The tattoo lamps block thoughts. 
Graphs are also meant not to dazzle! 
We can customize subjects
and graphics.

Reflections
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It’s child’s play



A new way of choosing your 
suspension. It’s simple, complete, 
immediate, colored, modular, 
adaptable to your rooms.
Choose from just 17.043.968 color 
combinations Choose from just 
17.043.968 color combinations you 

will finally be able to get in your 
trusted shop and take away your 
lamp as from the baker: choose 
colors, shapes quantities and that’s 
it.
P.s. don’t forget to pay for it 
otherwise it is a theft.

Feel-hot
Pret-a-porter system

+ +
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2 OUTPUTS 3 OUTPUTS

2x 3x2x 3x1x 1x

+ ++ +



5 OUTPUTS SINGLE MAXI HOLE

5x 7x5x 7x1x 1x

+ ++ +
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New horizons



Packaging

Cities can become more green thanks 
to everyone’s responsible actions. We 
choose this path giving life to new 
eco-friendly, recycled and recyclable 
packaging.

Don’t break... the pack!
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The-Tris



“The game is a serious matter”, our 
displays take the shapes you want. 
With the never-ending combinations 
you can decide where and how to 
combine them...make sure not to a 
continuous line otherwise the Base 
disappears!

Display 
The game is a serious matter
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Let’s play with light, shadows 
and colors… and if it’s easy it’s 
better.

And at the end of the day… a 
well deserved aperitif.






